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Chlamydia trachomatis (CT) is the most frequently
detected bacterium in STIs and may cause complications such as pelvic inflammatory disease, ectopic
pregnancy and infertility.1 CT infection management requires measures at several levels to achieve
disease control and reduce complications resulting
from lack of treatment. Testing for CT is important
in breaking the epidemiological chain of infection,
and early diagnosis and prompt treatment reduce
the risk of CT-
associated complications.2 Testing
patients with symptoms is widely performed, and
testing for case detection by partner notification is
highly recommended.3 4 The two guidelines cited
also recommend annual screening of sexually
active persons aged <25 years (Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention only women), since age
<25 is a risk factor for STI. England has implemented CT screening as a structured programme,5
while other countries have a practice of generous
testing (Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Estonia), with
the aim of reducing transmission and chlamydia-
associated complications.
To facilitate CT testing, self-sampling at home
with analysis at a hospital laboratory was first tried
in Denmark.6 It has subsequently been combined
with the use of internet for ordering test kits and
provision of results. Non-
invasive specimens,
first-
catch urines for men and vaginal swabs for
women, have high sensitivity and specificity with
nucleic acid amplification tests, and self-sampling at
home gives results as good as sampling by healthcare providers.7–9 Internet-
based self-
sampling is
practical and may diminish barriers such as long
waiting times for clinic visits, inconvenient opening
hours and perceived stigma.10 11 In randomised
controlled trials, the uptake of screening increased
when an internet-based self-sampling service was
offered,12–14 and such a service reaches persons at
risk.15 However, there is considerably less experience of broad, long-
term implementation of a
service of this kind as part of a healthcare system. In
Sweden, internet-based self-sampling tests (denoted
‘self-
sampling’ in the text) have gradually been
implemented since 2006 as part of routine diagnostics in all 21 counties. This service is provided
through the public healthcare system, using one of
two platforms in each county (www.1177.se and
www.klamydia.se). Persons with detected CT are
asked to visit a public healthcare clinic for free treatment and mandatory partner notification, as CT is
covered by the provisions of the Swedish Communicable Diseases Act. The objective of this study
was to evaluate the national diagnostic outcome of
self-sampling CT tests. The specific aims were (1)
to describe changes in the use of CT self-sampling
and clinic-based sampling over time; (2) to compare
the proportions testing positive with the two procedures with respect to demographic characteristics;
and (3) to analyse testing patterns for individuals
using self-sampling and/or clinic-based testing.

Methods
Collection of data

Requests for data (see online supplementary table
1) on both self-sampling at home and clinic-based
sampling for CT testing during the years 2011–2017
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Statistics

P values for the binomial distribution of differences in proportions were calculated by χ2 test, and CIs for difference in proportions were calculated using normal approximation. Since the data
set was large, statistical hypothesis testing was not performed for
all data, as it would have detected differences that were not clinically relevant. The non-parametric Spearman test was used for
correlation analysis between the number of tests and the proportion of self-sampled CT tests from individuals in four counties.

Results
Self-sampling in 18 counties

In 2017, 126 544 self-sampled tests were analysed in 18 counties (representing 97% of the Swedish population). These tests
comprised 22.0% of all reported CT tests in Sweden. In 7082
(5.6%) of the self-sampled tests CT was detected, ranging from
4.2% to 9.6% between counties. The CT detection rate was
7.2% in men and 4.7% in women. Men accounted for 34.0%
and the 15–29 years age group for 72.5% of the self-sampled
tests.

The use of self-sampling and clinic-based sampling in 14
counties in 2013–2017

Data from both self-sampling and clinic-based sampling were
available from 14 counties (representing 83% of the population)
for the years 2013–2017. Analysis of these data showed that the
proportion of self-sampled tests increased from 11.1% in 2013
to 18.9% in 2017, compared with reported test numbers. For
the 14 counties, the mean number of self-sampled tests per 10
000 inhabitants aged 15–44 was 189 in 2013 (range 95–345),
compared with 348 (range 282–417) in 2017. In these counties self-sampling increased by 115% between 2013 (n=33 119)
and 2017 (n=71 185) for women, compared with 71% for men

Figure 1 Comparison of Chlamydia trachomatis (CT) self-sampling at
home and clinic-based sampling for (A) women and (B) men in 2013–
2017 in 14 counties (83% of the population). Percentage figures show
the CT detection rates for 2013 and 2017.

(2013: n=21 172; 2017: n=36 184) (figure 1). Test volumes for
clinic-based sampling were fairly constant for both sexes (1.8%
increase for women; 2013: n=312 769; 2017: n=318 410; 15%
increase for men; 2013: n=123 064; 2017: n=141 994). The
sampling patterns in each county are presented in online supplementary table 2. An almost twofold variation between counties
was seen for the total number of CT tests per 1000 inhabitants
aged 15–44 years (range 528–950). Counties with low testing
volumes per inhabitant also tended to have high CT detection
rates (Västmanland, Jönköping, Blekinge/Kronoberg), but this
was not consistent for all counties with low testing. The proportion of tested men differed more between counties for clinic-
based testing (range 23%–36%) than for self-collected samples
(range 31%–39%). The proportion of tests from the 15–29 years
age group varied for both self-collected samples (range 67.8–
82.0) and clinic-based testing (range 66.2–76.7).
On average, self-sampling in men comprised 35.7% of all tests,
compared with 27.3% for clinic-based sampling (p<0.001) for
this period (online supplementary table 3). For self-sampling, the
proportion of men decreased constantly, from 39.0% in 2013 to
33.7% in 2017, while for clinic-based sampling the proportions
were 28.2% in 2013 and 30.8% in 2017. The 2.9% difference
in the proportion of men between self-sampling and clinic-based
testing in 2017 was significant (95% CI 2.6 to 3.2). In 2017 self-
sampling accounted for 18.9% of all samples (table 1). In the
20–29 years age group it comprised 30.0%, while in the oldest
age group (>44) self-sampling made up a smaller share of the
total (13.6%). The youngest age group made sparse use of self-
sampling (8.1%).

CT detection rates

In 2017 self-sampling accounted for 29.7% of all detected CT
cases in the 20–29 years age group (table 1), while in the oldest
age group (>44) it accounted for 19.2% of CT cases. The detection rate was higher for women using self-sampling, but for men
there was no difference. Furthermore, for all age groups except
20–24 years, detection rates were significantly higher for self-
sampling than for clinic-based testing, and this was especially
pronounced in persons older than 30 years.
The detection rate overall decreased from 6.4% to 5.5%
for self-sampled tests between 2013 and 2017, while it went
from 6.1% to 5.1% for clinic-based testing. The 0.4% difference between self-
sampling and clinic-
based testing in 2017
was significant (95% CI 0.32 to 0.62). In men, the detection
rate decreased for both self-sampling and clinic-based sampling
in this period (from 8.0% to 7.2% (p=0.002) vs from 9.2%
to 7.1% (p<0.001); see figure 1). Corresponding figures for
women decreased from 5.3% to 4.7% (p<0.001) and from
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were sent to the laboratories in 18 of 21 Swedish counties. Three
counties were excluded due to small population size and recent
implementation of the service.
After preliminary analysis of the data obtained, further analysis was confined to 14 counties that could deliver data from
sampling and clinic-
based sampling for the years
both self-
2013–2017.
From four counties (Gävleborg, Jönköping, Uppsala and
Västerbotten), representing 13% of the Swedish population,
extended data were requested: collection date of sample (for
self-sampling approximated to the date of arrival at the laboratory), anatomical location (urine, vagina, cervix, rectum, throat,
other), age, sex and personal identity number. Exclusion criteria
were age <15 years, undefined or unknown sex, and unknown
test result (see online supplementary figure 1). Anonymisation
of data was secured before analysis by replacing the personal
identity number with a unique number at the local laboratory.
A second clinic-based CT test collected on the same occasion or
within 4 weeks of CT detection was considered part of a single
test episode and was excluded to permit comparison with self-
sampled tests. This enabled an analysis to be made of individual
testing patterns for the years 2013–2017.
Data on national CT testing volumes were obtained from the
Public Health Agency of Sweden, to which regional laboratories
report CT cases (which are covered by the Swedish Communicable Diseases Act and subject to mandatory reporting) and the
number of tests performed. Population figures for counties were
obtained from the government agency Statistics Sweden (http://
www.scb.se/, accessed 4 May 2018).

Health services research
Analysis of self-sampling at home and clinic-based CT testing in 14 counties in 2017
Self-sampled tests

Tests, n (%)

Clinic-based tests

All tests

Positive tests,
n (% positive) Tests, n (%)

Positive tests,
n (%)

P value

Tests (n)

Positive tests,
n (%)

Proportion of
self-sampled
tests of all tests
(%)

Proportion of
self-sampled
positive tests of
all positive tests
(%)

Gender
 Male

36 184 (33.7)

2615 (7.2)

141 994 (30.8)

10 104 (7.1)

0.463

178 178 (31.4)

12 719 (7.1%)

20.3

20.6

 Female

71 185 (66.3)

3312 (4.7)

318 410 (69.2)

13 160 (4.1)

<0.001

389 595 (68.6)

16 472 (4.2)

18.3

20.1

5927 (5.5)

460 404

23 264 (5.1)

<0.001

567 773

29 191 (5.1)

18.9

20.3

 Total

107 369

Age group
 15–19

5062 (4.7)

57 566 (12.5)

4061 (7.1)

<0.001

62 628 (11.0)

4574 (7.3)

8.1

11.2

 20–24

37 561 (35.0)

2463 (6.6)

513 (10.1)

94 527 (20.5)

6629 (7.0)

0.003

132 088 (23.3)

9092 (6.9)

28.4

27.1

 25–29

35 031 (32.6)

1734 (4.9)

74 617 (16.2)

3290 (4.4)

<0.001

109 648 (19.3)

5024 (4.6)

31.9

34.5

 30–34

14 484 (13.5)

602 (4.2)

48 611 (10.6)

1572 (3.2)

<0.001

63 095 (11.1)

2174 (3.4)

23.0

27.7

 35–44

10 692 (10.0)

441 (4.1)

52 215 (11.3)

1380 (2.6)

<0.001

62 907 (11.1)

1821 (2.9)

17.0

24.2

 >44

4539 (4.2)

174 (3.8)

28 892 (6.3)

730 (2.5)

<0.001

33 431 (5.9)

904 (2.7)

13.6

19.2

 Total

107 369 (100)

5927 (5.5)

460 404 (100)

23 264 (5.1)

<0.001

567 773 (100)

29 191 (5.1)

18.9

20.3

CT, Chlamydia trachomatis.

4.9% to 4.1% (p<0.001). The detection rate was on average
6.4% for the 14 counties during the study period.

Unused test kits

Between 23% and 26% of delivered test kits per year were never
returned for analysis during 2013–2017. There was no difference in this respect between men and women, and no trend over
time.

Extended analysis of testing patterns in individuals

Analysis of individual testing patterns was made possible by data
from four counties for the period 2013–2017. Data from both
self-sampling at home and clinic-based testing were gathered.
The overall CT detection rate was 6.6%, compared with 6.4%
for the 14 counties presented above. The sex and age distributions of tests were similar to data from the 14 counties (data not
shown).
In the four counties, 11.9% used self-sampling only, while the
majority (76.9%) never used self-sampling and 11.2% used both
testing methods available (table 2). A higher proportion of men
used self-sampling only (19.4%) compared with women (8.2%)
(table 2); thus, 67.5% (n=10 533) of men and 40.3% (n=8885)
of women using self-sampling had not been tested at any clinic.
Individuals who were tested more than twice, in self-sampling
or clinic-based testing, were also more likely to have at least one
CT-positive test (table 3).
The number of tests performed per person increased over
time for both sexes and was significantly higher for self-collected
samples than for clinic-
based testing (data not shown, but
similar to data for 14 counties in figure 1). The proportion

Table 2

of self-collected samples was higher among individuals with a
large number of performed tests (correlation 0.988, p<0.001;
figure 2). Thus, self-
collected samples comprised 18.2% of
samples for persons tested twice, compared with 44.7% for
those tested 10 times during the study period. Of 335 persons
using only self-collected samples >5 times between 2013 and
2017, 73% were never CT-positive. The corresponding figure
for persons tested only at clinics (n=1633) was 55%, and for
those who used both test routes (n=2444) it was 56%.

Discussion

Internet-
based self-
sampling at home for CT testing is now
implemented in all Swedish counties as part of the public healthcare system. The study shows a substantial increase in self-
sampling tests in recent years, with about a fifth of all chlamydia
tests in Sweden now based on this user-friendly testing service.
The detection rate of this service was slightly higher than that
of clinic-based sampling, making self-sampling at least as beneficial as clinic-based testing for case detection. Women accounted
for two-thirds of self-sampled tests, but the service nevertheless
reached men to a higher degree than clinic-based testing, and
almost 20% of men used self-sampling only. Self-sampling has
thus become an important tool in CT testing.
The strength of our study is that the concept evaluated has
been implemented for several years in public healthcare. The
study describes what has been achieved in real life, with all
its shortcomings, rather than in a temporary, controlled study
of a concept. The high coverage of tests taken in the country
is another strength. Analysis of the years 2013–2017 is based
on data from 14 counties, representing 83% of the Swedish

Test patterns in individuals tested for CT in four counties, 2013–2017
CT-tested men,
n (%)
(n=54 271)

Proportion of
CT-positive
men (%)

Only used self-sampling

10 533 (19.4)

10.7

8885 (8.2)

6.1

19 418 (11.9)

8.6

Never used self-sampling

38 673 (71.3)

13.1

86 913 (79.8)

7.1

125 586 (76.9)

9.0

5065 (9.3)

32.8

13 137 (12.0)

25.2

18 202 (11.2)

27.3

Used both self-sampling and clinic-based
sampling

CT-tested women,
n (%)
(n=108 935)

Proportion of CT- CT-tested men and
positive women women, n (%)
(%)
(n=163 206)

Proportion of CT-
positive men and
women (%)

CT, Chlamydia trachomatis.
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Proportion of CT-positive samples correlated to test frequency in persons using self-sampling or clinic-based testing
Proportion of
CT-positive
samples
Clinic-based

Number of
samples
Self-sampling
Men

Individuals

Samples

 1

7733

7733

7.1

Proportion of
CT-positive
samples
P value

Individuals

Samples

29 009

29 009

8.5

<0.001

Proportion of
Self-sampling and clinic- CT-positive
based
samples
P value
Individuals

Samples

 

 

 2

1635

3270

8.7

6276

12 552

11.5

<0.001

1967

3934

11.7

<0.001

 >2

1120

4855

7.6

3771

15 183

11.1

<0.001

3161

15 031

11.1

<0.001

 

 

 1

6019

6019

3.5

55 449

55 449

2.5

<0.001

 

 

 2

1507

3014

4.1

17 293

34 586

4.2

0.62

3300

6600

5.7

 >2

1305

5953

4.0

14 666

62 485

6.8

<0.001

9950

55 141

6.8

Women

0.0011
<0.001

P values calculated with the proportion of CT-positive samples for self-collected samples as reference.
CT, Chlamydia trachomatis.

population, while the analysis of individual test patterns for
chlamydia uses data from four counties, representing 13% of
the population. The difference in chlamydia detection rate was
0.2%, and no statistical difference in sex and age group distribution was seen when data from the 14 and 4 counties were
compared; that is, the analysis of 4 counties is likely to be
representative of the whole country. This study is representative, although it does not include commercial CT tests available
on the internet. Since CT testing is free of charge, commercial
testing is marginal in Sweden, and commercial quality-assured
nucleic acid amplification tests accounted for only 2.3% of all
CT tests in 2017 (J Ovemyr, Dynamic Code, personal communication). CT treatment may differ between test routes, causing
bias in the study results. However, the treatment coverage of
detected cases is >98% for both self-sampling and clinic-based
testing (data from three local communicable disease authorities).
There are also limitations. We initially asked for data for the
years 2011–2017, but for some counties data were not available for all years due to technical shortcomings in laboratory
information systems, and in some counties self-sampling was not
established before 2013. Furthermore, analysis of test patterns
for individuals could have been performed on data from more
than the four selected counties. Other limitations are that this
study does not include a cost analysis and does not encompass
the perspective of test users. These two topics will be covered in
ongoing work.
Self-sampling at home was introduced in Sweden as a study
project in 2004.16 Its gradual implementation throughout
the country has resulted in a mature service within the public
healthcare system that has now existed for several years for the
vast majority of the Swedish population. In 2017 self-collected
sampling for CT testing accounted for over 20% of tests in the

Figure 2 Correlation between the proportion of self-collected samples
and the overall number of Chlamydia trachomatis (CT) tests from 163
206 individuals: 108 935 women and 54 271 men.

15–24 years age group, which is in contrast to the reported 10%
from these ages in England the same year,17 and in the highly
sexually active age group 25–29 years an even higher proportion was seen. The detection rate in our study was also lower
than in most randomised controlled trials,12 indicating that the
testing service in Sweden is widely used. However, in almost all
age groups the detection rate was significantly higher for self-
sampling than for clinic-based testing. This is in contrast to the
review of randomised controlled trials for CT screening where
the detection rate was significantly lower for self-sampling at
home compared with clinic-
based specimen collection.12 In
Sweden, approximately 40%–50% of all CT cases are detected
by partner notification,18 and opportunistic screening based on
sampling in clinics thus results in substantially lower detection
rates compared with self-sampling. Our study shows that women
tested only once in clinics were rarely CT-positive. In local data
from Uppsala county, the detection rate for samples from gynaecology clinics (hospital-based and private) is about 2.5%. This
indicates excessive testing, and changes in testing practice are
likely to be beneficial. Thus, the efficiency of the widespread
chlamydia testing in Sweden, with about 600 000 annual samples
in a population of 10 million,19 may be questioned, and more
selective testing for case detection is desirable. This also indicates
that self-sampling is more efficient for CT case detection than
opportunistic screening as it is performed in Sweden.
One reason for introducing this easily accessible service was to
reach men to a greater extent. This goal has been achieved, but
only to a limited degree, given the proportion of tests from men.
However, our analysis of testing patterns at the individual level
showed that a considerable proportion, 67%, of men using self-
sampling were never tested in any clinic, and the detection rate
in this group was almost the same as for men tested in clinics.
The self-sampling at home service thus appears to reach men at
risk who would not otherwise have been tested.
The study showed significantly lower use of self-
sampling
among teenagers compared with the 20+ age group. This is not
surprising, considering that most teenagers live with parents and
may feel uncomfortable about test kits arriving through the post.
They also have access to ‘youth clinics’, providing testing and
counselling for STIs.
Frequent use of self-sampling may be due to a need for control
after a high-
risk behaviour, or represent unnecessary testing
explained by anxiousness. In our study it seems that both testing
patterns were seen. Individuals who were tested repeatedly were
also more likely to be CT-positive. But there was also a group
of individuals who were tested at least five times without chlamydia being detected. Since the test is free of charge and about
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Key messages
►► The public health service of free self-sampling at home for

Chlamydia trachomatis (CT) testing covers the entire Swedish
population.
►► Self-sampling has increased significantly in recent years,
especially among women.
►► Self-sampling reaches men more than clinic-based testing.
►► Self-sampling is at least as efficient as clinic-based
opportunistic screening for CT detection.
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a quarter of requested test kits are not returned to the laboratories, overconsumption is likely. A separate study of the experience of test users is investigating this issue.
To our knowledge there is no other country than Sweden
with such widely implemented internet-based CT self-sampling
at home in its public health service. Regional use of self-
sampling is established in England,20 the USA21 and Australia.22
In the Netherlands, such a service was provided in one region,23
but was considered too expensive and therefore discontinued.
Online ordering of CT tests is also commercially available in
many countries. Some of these are quality-assured nucleic acid
based
amplification tests, while others are inferior antigen-
tests with unacceptable performance.24 The study also raises
questions about chlamydia testing in general. What is sufficient
testing? Can testing reach more people at risk? Do the benefits justify the costs? Testing activity also needs to be related
to the risk of complications, which are not the same today
as when chlamydia infections were initially described.25 26 A
disadvantage with self-sampling at home is the missed opportunity to meet healthcare providers who can offer counselling on
sexual health and additional medical care. Further evaluation
of chlamydia testing activities in Sweden and elsewhere may be
warranted to optimise the use of resources for STI prevention
and treatment.
In summary, this study shows how internet-based self-sampling
at home has been broadly implemented in the public healthcare
system in Sweden and is at least as beneficial in detecting chlamydia infections as clinic-based opportunistic screening. This
user-friendly concept is well suited to an expansion of chlamydia
testing to unreached risk groups, but its use could be improved.
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